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Abstract. We present a learning-based, sliding window-style approach
for the problem of detecting humans in still images. Instead of tra-
ditional concatenation-style image location-based feature encoding, a
global descriptor more invariant to pose variation is introduced. Specif-
ically, we propose a principled approach to learning and classifying
human/non-human image patterns by simultaneously segmenting human
shapes and poses, and extracting articulation-insensitive features. The
shapes and poses are segmented by an efficient, probabilistic hierarchi-
cal part-template matching algorithm, and the features are collected in
the context of poses by tracing around the estimated shape boundaries.
Histograms of oriented gradients are used as a source of low-level fea-
tures from which our pose-invariant descriptors are computed, and kernel
SVMs are adopted as the test classifiers. We evaluate our detection and
segmentation approach on two public pedestrian datasets.

1 Introduction

Human detection is a widely-studied problem in vision. It still remains challeng-
ing due to highly articulated body postures, viewpoint changes, varying illumi-
nation conditions, and background clutter. Combinations of these factors result
in large variability of human shapes and appearances in images. We present
an articulation-insensitive feature extraction method and apply it to machine
learning-based human detection. Our research goal is to robustly and efficiently
detect and segment humans under varying poses.

Numerous approaches have been developed for human detection in still im-
ages or videos. Most of them use shape information as the main discriminative
cue. These approaches can be roughly classified into two categories. The first
category models human shapes globally or densely over image locations, e.g.
shape template hierarchy in [1], an over-complete set of haar wavelet features
in [2], rectangular features in [3], histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) in [4]
or locally deformable Markov models in [5]. Global schemes such as [4, 6] are
designed to tolerate certain degrees of occlusions and shape articulations with a
large number of samples and have been demonstrated to achieve excellent per-
formance with well-aligned, more-or-less fully visible training data. The second
category of approaches uses local feature-based approaches to learn body part
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and/or full-body detectors based on sparse interest points and descriptors as
in [7, 8], from predefined pools of local curve segments [9, 10], k-adjacent seg-
ments [11], or edgelets [12]. In [13], several part detectors are trained separately
for each body part, and combined with a second-level classifier. Compared to
the global schemes, part (or local feature)-based approaches [12,8,14] are more
adept in handling partial occlusions, and flexible in dealing with shape artic-
ulations. Shape cues are also combined with motion cues for human detection
in [15, 16], simultaneous detection and segmentation in [17].

Dalal and Triggs [4] introduced a powerful image descriptor - HOG, and
provided an extensive experimental evaluation using linear and gaussian-kernel
SVMs as the test classifiers. Later, Zhu et al. [18] improved its computational
efficiency significantly by utilizing a boosted cascade of rejectors. Recently, Tuzel
et al. [6] reported better detection performance than [4] on the INRIA dataset.
They use covariant matrices as image descriptors and classify patterns on Rie-
mannian manifolds. Similarly, Maji et al. [19] also demonstrate promising results
using multi-level HOG descriptors and faster (histogram intersection) kernel
SVM classification. In [20], two-fold adaboost classifiers are adopted for simul-
taneous part selection and pedestrian classification. Ref. [21] combines different
features in a single classification framework.

Previous discriminative learning-based approaches mostly train a binary clas-
sifier on a large number of positive and negative samples where humans are
roughly center-aligned. These approaches represent appearances by concatenat-
ing information along 2D image coordinates for capturing spatially recurring
local shape events in training data. However, due to highly articulated human
poses and varying viewing angles, a very large number of (well-aligned) training
samples are required; moreover, the inclusion of information from whole images
inevitably make them sensitive to biases in training data (in the worst case, sig-
nificant negative effects can occur from arbitrary image regions), consequently
the generalization capability of the trained classifier can be compromised. Mo-
tivated by these limitations, we extract features adaptively in the local context
of poses, ı.e. we propose a pose-invariant feature extraction method for simul-
taneous human detection and segmentation. The intuition is that pose-adapted
features produce much better spatial repeatability and recurrence of local shape
events. Specifically, we segment human poses on both positive and negative sam-
ples1 and extract features adaptively in local neighborhoods of pose contours,
i.e. in the pose context. The set of all possible pose instances are mapped to a
canonical pose such that points on an arbitrary pose contour have one-to-one
correspondences to points in the canonical pose. This ensures that our extracted
feature descriptors correspond well to each other, and also invariant to varying
poses. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

– An extended part-template tree model and an automatic learning algorithm
are introduced for simultaneous human detection and pose segmentation.

1 For negative samples, pose estimation is forced to proceed even though no person in
them.
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– A fast hierarchical part-template matching algorithm is used to estimate
human shapes and poses based on both gradient magnitude and orientation
matching. Human shapes and poses are represented by parametric models,
and the estimation problem is formulated and optimized in a probabilistic
framework.

– Estimated optimal poses are used to impose spatial priors (for possible hu-
mans) to encode pose-invariant features in nearby local pose contexts. One-
to-one correspondence is established between sets of contour points of an
arbitrary pose and a canonical pose.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview; Section 3 de-
scribes the details of our pose-invariant feature extraction method; Section 4 in-
troduces our learning and classification schemes and demonstrates experiments
and evaluations; finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses possible
future extensions.

2 Overview of the Approach

We illustrate and evaluate our approach mainly using the INRIA person
dataset2 [4] and the MIT-CBCL pedestrian dataset3 [2, 13]. In these datasets,
training and testing samples all consist of 128 × 64 image patches. Negative
samples are randomly selected from raw (person-free) images, positive samples
are cropped (from annotated images) such that persons are roughly aligned in
location and scale.

For each training or testing sample, we first compute a set of histograms
of (gradient magnitude-weighted) edge orientations for non-overlapping 8 × 8
rectangular regions (or cells) evenly distributed over images. Motivated by the
success of HOG descriptors [4] for object detection, we employ coarse-spatial
and fine-orientation quantization to encode the histograms, and normalization is
performed on groups of locally connected cells, i.e. blocks. Then, given the orien-
tation histograms, a probabilistic hierarchical part-template matching technique
is used to estimate shapes and poses based on an efficient part-based synthesis
approach under a probabilistic framework. A fast k-fold greedy search algorithm
is used for the likelihood optimization. The part-template tree model in [14]
used for the hierarchical matching is learned from a set of annotated silhouette
images. Given the pose and shape estimates, block features closest to each pose
contour point are collected; finally, the histograms of the collected blocks are
concatenated in the order of pose correspondence to form our feature descriptor.
As in [4], each block (consisting of 4 histograms) is normalized before collect-
ing features to reduce sensitivity to illumination changes. The one-to-one point
correspondence from an arbitrary pose model to the canonical one reduces sensi-
tivity of extracted descriptors to pose variations. Figure 1 shows an illustration
of our feature extraction process.

2 http://lear.inrialpes.fr/data
3 http://cbcl.mit.edu/software-datasets/PedestrianData.html

http://lear.inrialpes.fr/data
http://cbcl.mit.edu/software-datasets/PedestrianData.html
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1. Overview of our feature extraction method. a) A training or testing image, b)
Part-template detections, c) Pose and shape segmentation, d) Cells overlaid onto pose
contours, e) Orientation histograms and cells overlapping with the pose boundary, f)
Block centers relevant to the descriptor.

3 Pose-Invariant Descriptors

3.1 Low-Level Feature Representation

For pedestrian detection, histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [4] exhib-
ited superior performance in separating image patches into human/non-human.
These descriptors ignore spatial information locally, hence are very robust to
small alignment errors. We use a very similar representation as our low-level fea-
ture description, i.e. (gradient magnitude-weighted) edge orientation histograms.

Given an input image I, we calculate gradient magnitudes |GI| and edge
orientations OI using simple difference operators (−1, 0, 1) and (−1, 0, 1)t in
horizontal-x and vertical-y directions, respectively. We quantize the image re-
gion into local 8 × 8 non-overlapping cells, each represented by a histogram
of (unsigned) edge orientations (each surrounding pixel contributes a gradient
magnitude-weighted vote to the histogram bins). Edge orientations are quan-
tized into Nb = 9 orientation bins [k π

Nb
, (k + 1) π

Nb
), where k = 0, 1...Nb − 1.

For reducing aliasing and discontinuity effects, we also use trilinear interpola-
tion as in [4] to vote for the gradient magnitudes in both spatial and orientation
dimensions. Additionally, each set of neighboring 2 × 2 cells form a block. This
results in overlapping blocks where each cell is contained in multiple blocks. For
reducing illumination sensitivity, we normalize the group of histograms in each
block using L2 normalization with a small regularization constant ε to avoid
dividing-by-zero. Figure 2 shows example visualizations of our low-level HOG
descriptors.

The above computation results in our low-level feature representation consist-
ing of a set of raw (cell) histograms (gradient magnitude-weighted) and a set of
normalized block descriptors indexed by image locations. As will be explained in
the following, both unnormalized cell histograms and block descriptors are used
for inferring poses and computing final features for detection.

3.2 Part-Template Tree Model

For highly articulated objects like humans, part-based detection approaches
(e.g. [7, 12]) have been shown to be capable of handling partial object/
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Fig. 2. Examples of two training samples and visualization of corresponding (un-
normalized and L2-normalized) edge orientation histograms

inter-occlusions and are flexible in modeling shape articulations. In contrast,
global shape template-based approaches are capable of simultaneously detect-
ing and segmenting human shapes, e.g. [1] and its generalization [22] using a
Bayesian inference. The merits of these two schemes are combined in a uni-
fied (top-down and bottom-up) optimization framework for simultaneous detec-
tion and segmentation in [14]. Specifically, it extends the hierarchical template
matching method in [1] by decomposing the global shape models into parts and
constructing a part-template tree for matching it to images hierarchically.

In order to more efficiently and reliably estimate human shapes and poses in
the image, we learn the part-template tree model [14] and extend the matching
algorithm in a probabilistic optimization framework. We train the part-template
tree on a set of annotated silhouette images to learn the distribution of part
models in each of the tree layers and to handle a wider range of articulations
of people. The structure of our learned part-template tree model is roughly
shown in Figure 3. The part-template tree was initially constructed using a
simple pose generator and body-part decomposer. Each part in the tree can
be viewed as a parametric model, where part location and sizes are the model

Fig. 3. An illustration of the extended part-template tree
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parameters. As shown in the figure, the tree consists of 186 part-templates, i.e.
6 head-torso (ht) models, 18 upper-leg (ul) models, 162 lower-leg (ll) models,
and organized hierarchically based on the layout of human body parts in a top-
to-bottom manner. Due to the tree structure, a fast hierarchical shape (or pose)
matching scheme can be applied using the model. For example, using hierarchical
part-template matching (which will be explained later), we only need to match
24 part-templates to account for the complexity of matching 486 global shape
models using the method in [1], so it is extremely fast. For the details of the tree
model construction method, readers are referred to [14].

Learning the Part-template Tree. We learn the part-template tree model
based on a training set which consists of 404 (plus mirrored versions) manually
annotated binary silhouette images (white foreground and black background).
Those silhouettes are chosen from a subset of positive image patches of the IN-
RIA person database. Each of the training silhouette images is sent through the
tree from the root node to leaf nodes and the degree of coverage (both foreground
and background) consistency between each part template Tθj , j ∈ {ht, ul, ll} and
the observation is measured. Here, each part-template is considered to be covered
by a binary rectangular image patch M (see Figure 1(b) for an example). The
degree of coverage consistency ρ(θj |S) between a part-template Tθj and a silhou-
ette image S is defined as the pixel-wise similarity of the part-template coverage
image M(θj) and the binary sub-silhouette Sj (corresponding to the same region
as the part-template), i.e. ρ(θj |S) = 1 −

∑
x |Si(x)−M(θj,x)|

n , where n is the total
number of pixels in the rectangular part-template region. Then, we can estimate
the best set of part models θ∗ = {θ∗j } for the training silhouette S by maximum
likelihood estimation: θ∗j = arg maxθj∈Θj ρ(θj |S), where Θj denotes the set of
all possible part template parameters. This process is repeated for all training
silhouettes and the ranges of part template models are estimated based on the
statistics of each part-template’s model parameters. The ranges of parameters
are evenly quantized to produce the final tree model (Figure 3). We also verified
that the average image of our learned global shape models (composition of parts)
is very similar to the mean of all training silhouettes (see Figure 4).

3.3 Probabilistic Hierarchical Part-Template Matching

We formulate the pose and shape estimation problem probabilistically as max-
imization of a global object likelihood L. In order to quickly evaluate the like-
lihood for a global pose (i.e. different parameter combinations of part models),
the object likelihood is simply modeled as a summation of matching scores of
part-template models in all tree layers. We can think of L as a log-likelihood and
the summation of the matching scores over different parts is equivalent to mul-
tiplication of probabilities. Given an image I (either training or testing sample)
and a candidate global pose model θ = {θj} (including part-template indices
and their locations and scales), in the simplest case, if we assume independence
between part-template models θj in different layers, the object likelihood can be
simply represented as follows:
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L(θ|I) = L(θht, θul, θll|I) =
∑

j∈{ht,ul,ll}
L(θj |I). (1)

For the purpose of pose estimation, we should jointly consider different parts θj

for optimization of L. Hence, based on the layer structure of the tree in Figure 3,
the likelihood L is decomposed into conditional likelihoods as follows:

L(θ|I) = L(θht|I) + L(θul|θht, I) + L(θll|θht, θul, I)
= L(θht|I) + L(θul|θht, I) + L(θll|θul, I), (2)

where the decomposition is performed in a top-to-bottom order of the layers,
and independence is assumed between the two non-joining layers, ht and ll. We
used Eq. 2 as our optimization model.

Part-Template Likelihood. A part template Tθj (defined by model parame-
ters θj) is characterized by its boundary curve segments (see Figure 3) and edge
orientations of points along the segment. We match individual part-templates
using a method similar to Chamfer matching [1]. Instead of using distance trans-
forms, we collect matching scores (magnitudes of corresponding orientation bins
in the map of edge orientation histograms) along the part-template contour.
The matching scores are measured using look-up tables for speed. Magnitudes
from neighboring histogram bins are weighted to reduce orientation biases and
to regularize the matching scores of each template point.

More formally, the likelihood L(θj(x, s)|I) of a part template-Tθj at location
x and scale s is modeled as follows:

L(θj(x, s)|I) =
1

|Tθj |
∑

t∈Tθj

d
′
I(x + st), (3)

where |Tθj | denotes the length of the part-template, and t represents individual
contour points along the template. Suppose the edge orientation of contour point
t is O(t), its corresponding orientation bin index B(t) is computed as: B(t) =
[O(t)/(π/9)] ([x] denotes the maximum integer less-or-equal to x), and the un-
normalized (raw) orientation histogram at location (x + st) is H = {hi}. Then,
the individual matching score d

′
I at contour point t is expressed as:

d
′
I(x + st) =

δ∑

b=−δ

w(b)hB(t)+b, (4)

where δ is a neighborhood range, and w(b) is a symmetric weight distribution4.

Optimization. The structure of our part-template model and the form (sum-
mation) of the global object likelihood L suggest that the optimization problem

4 For simplicity, we use δ = 1, and w(1) = w(−1) = 0.25, w(0) = 0.5 in our
experiments.
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can be solved by dynamic programming or belief propagation [23] to achieve glob-
ally optimal solutions. But, these algorithms are computationally too expensive
for dense scanning of all windows for detection. For efficiency, we perform the
optimization, i.e. the maximization of L, by a fast k-fold greedy search proce-
dure. Algorithm 1 illustrates the overall matching (optimization) process. We
keep scores for all nodes (k = 1, 2...K) in the second layer (i.e. the torso layer)
instead of estimating the best k in step 1 of the algorithm. In the following
steps, a greedy procedure is individually performed for each of those K nodes
(or threads).

Algorithm 1. Probabilistic Hierarchical Part-Template Matching
1) For a set of locations x and scales s, match all K head-torso part-
templates in layer L1 with the image and compute their part-template likeli-
hoods L(θk

ht(x, s)|I), k = 1, 2...K.
2) For k = 1...K, repeat the following steps (3)-(4), and select k = k∗ and θ = θ∗

with the maximum L(θ|I).
3) According to the part-template model θk

ht of Layer L1, estimate the maxi-
mum conditional-likelihood leg models θ∗ul|θk

ht in L2 and θ∗ll|θ∗ul, θ
k
ht in L3 using

a greedy search algorithm along the tree.
4) Given the above part-template’s model estimates, compute the current global
object likelihood based on Eq. 2.
5) Return the global pose model estimates θ∗ = {θk

ht, θ
∗
ul, θ

∗
ll}.

Pose model parameters estimated by the hierarchical part-template matching
algorithm are directly used for pose segmentation by part-synthesis (region con-
nection). Figure 4 shows the process of global pose (shape) segmentation by the
part-template synthesis.

Fig. 4. An illustration of pose segmentation. Top-Left: Mean image of training silhou-
ettes and our 486 learned global shape models; Top-Right: Best part-templates (three
images on the left side) in each layer are combined to produce final global shape and
pose estimates (two images on the right side); Bottom: example pose (shape) segmen-
tation on positive/negative samples.
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3.4 Representation Using Pose-Invariant Descriptors

In our implementation, the global shape models (consisting of 3 part-template
types) are represented as a set of boundary points with corresponding edge ori-
entations. The range of the number of those model points are from 118 to 172. In
order to obtain a unified (constant dimensional) description of images with those
different dimensional pose models, and to establish a one-to-one correspondence
between contour points of different poses, we map the boundary points of any
pose model to those of a canonical pose model. The canonical pose model is
assumed to be occlusion-free, so that all contour points are visible. For human
upper bodies (heads and torso), the boundaries are uniformly sampled into 8 left
side and 8 right side locations; and the point correspondence is established be-
tween poses based on vertical y coordinates and side (left or right) information.
For lower bodies (legs), boundaries are uniformly sampled into 7 locations ver-
tically with 4 locations at each y value (inner leg sample points are sampled at
5 pixels apart from outer sample points in the horizontal direction). Figure 1(e)
shows an example of how the sampled locations are distributed).

Associated with each of those sample locations is a 36-dimensional feature
vector (L2-normalized histogram of edge orientations of its closet 2× 2 block in
the image). Hence, this mapping procedure generates a (8 × 2 + 7 × 4) × 36 =
1584 dimensional feature descriptor. Figure 1 illustrates the feature extraction
method. Note that only a subset of blocks are relevant for the descriptor, and
a block might be duplicated several times based on the frequency of contour
points lying inside the block.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We use both the INRIA person dataset and the MIT-CBCL pedestrian dataset
for detection and segmentation performance evaluation. The MIT-CBCL dataset
contains 924 front/back-viewpositive images (no negative images), and the INRIA
dataset contains 2416 positive training samples and 1218 negative training images
plus 1132 positive testing samples and 453 negative testing images. Comparing to
the MIT dataset, the INRIA dataset is much more challenging due to significant
pose articulations, occlusion, clutter, viewpoint and illumination changes.

4.2 Detection Performance

We evaluate our detection performance and compare it with other approaches
using Detection-Error-Tradeoff (DET) curves, plots of miss rates versus false
positives per window (FPPW).

Training. We first extract pose-invariant descriptors for the set of 2416 posi-
tive and 12180 negative samples and batch-train a discriminative classifier for
the initial training algorithm. We use the publically available LIBSVM tool [24]
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for binary classification (RBF Kernel) with parameters tuned to C=8000,
gamma=0.04 (as the default classifier).

For improving performance, we perform one round of bootstrapping procedure
for retraining the initial detector. We densely scan 1218 (plus mirror versions)
person-free photos by 8-pixel strides in horizontal/vertical directions and 1.2
scale (down-sampling) factors (until the resized image does not contain any
detection window) to bootstrap false positive windows. This process generates
41667 ‘hard’ samples out of examined windows. These samples are normalized
to 128 × 64 and added to the original 12180 negative training samples and the
whole training process is performed again.

Testing. For evaluation on the MIT dataset, we chose its first 724 image patches
as positive training samples and 12180 training image images from the INRIA
dataset as negative training samples. The test set contains 200 positive samples
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Fig. 5. Detection performance evaluation on INRIA dataset. Top-Left: The proposed
approach (testing on single scale) is compared to Kernel HOG-SVM [4], Linear HOG-
SVM [4], Cascaded HOG [18], and Classification on Riemannian Manifold [6]. The
results of [4] are copied from the original paper (actual data might be slightly dif-
ferent), and the results of [18, 6] are obtained by running their original detectors on
the same test data. Top-Right: Performance comparison w.r.t. the number of negative
windows scanned. Bottom: Distribution of confidence values for positive and negative
test windows.
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from the MIT dataset and 1200 negative samples from the INRIA dataset. As a
result, we achieve 1.0% true positive rate, and a 0.00% false positive rate even
without retraining. Direct comparisons on the MIT dataset are difficult since
there are no negative samples and no separation of training and testing samples
in this dataset. Indirect comparisons show that our result on this dataset are
similar to the performance achieved previously in [4].

For the INRIA dataset, we evaluated our detection performance on 1132 pos-
itive image patches and 453 negative images. Negative test images are scanned
exhaustively in the same way as in retraining. The detailed comparison of our
detector with current state of the art detectors on the INRIA dataset is plotted
using the DET curves as shown in Figure 5. The comparison shows that our
approach is comparable to state of the art human detectors. The dimensionality
of our features is less than half of that used in HOG-SVM [4], but we achieve
better performance. Another advantage of our approach is that it is capable
of not only detecting but also segmenting human shapes and poses. In this re-
gard, our approach can be further improved because our current pose model is
very simple and can be extended to cover a much wider range of articulations.

Fig. 6. Detection results. Top: Example detections on the INRIA test images, nearby
windows are merged based on distances; Bottom: Examples of false negatives (FNs)
and false positives (FPs) generated by our detector.
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Fig. 7. Example results of pose segmentation

Figure 6 shows examples of detection on whole images and examples of false neg-
atives and false positives from our experiments. Note that FNs are mostly due to
unusual poses or illumination conditions, or significant occlusions; FPs mostly
appeared in highly-textured samples (such as trees) and structures resembling
human shapes.

4.3 Segmentation Performance

Figure 7 shows some qualitative results of our pose segmentation algorithm on
the INRIA dataset. Our pose model and probabilistic hierarchical part-template
matching algorithm give very accurate segmentations for most images in the MIT-
CBCL dataset and on over 80% of 3548 training/testing images in the INRIA
dataset. Significantly poor pose estimation and segmentation are observed in
about 10% of the images in the INRIA dataset, and most of those poor segmen-
tations were due to very difficult poses and significant misalignment of humans.

Our detection and segmentation system is implemented in C++ and the cur-
rent running time (on a machine with 2.2GHz CPU and 3GB memory) is as
follows. Both pose segmentation and feature extraction for 800 windows takes
less than 0.2 second; classifying 800 windows with the RBF-Kernel SVM classi-
fier takes less than 10 seconds; initial classifier training takes about 10 minutes
and retraining takes about two hours. The computational overhead is only due
to the kernel SVM classifier which can be replaced with a much faster boosted
cascade of classifiers [3] (which we have implemented recently and runs at 3
frames/second on a 320× 240 image scanning 800 windows); this is comparable
to [6] (reported as less than 1 second scanning 3000 windows).
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5 Conclusion

We proposed a pose-invariant (articulation-insensitive) image descriptor for
learning a discriminative human/non-human classifier. The descriptor is com-
puted adaptively based on human poses instead of concatenating features along
2D image locations as in previous approaches. Specifically, we estimate the poses
using a fast hierarchical matching algorithm based on a learned part-template
tree. Given the pose estimate, the descriptor is formed by concatenating lo-
cal features along the pose boundaries using a one-to-one point correspondence
between detected and canonical poses. Although our approach can handle the
majority of standing human poses, many of our misdetections are still due to
pose estimation failures. This suggests that the detection performance could be
further improved by extending the part-template tree model to handle more dif-
ficult poses and to cope with alignment errors in positive training images. We
are also investigating the addition of color and texture information to our local
contextual descriptor to improve the detection and segmentation performance.
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